Abnormal evoked potential latencies in amblyopia
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SUMMARY The latency of the first (P1) and second (P2) major positive waves of the pattern reversal visual evoked potential (VEP) for small checks (15 minutes of arc) was measured in 68 visually normal children and 32 amblyopic children with mild to moderate visual acuity losses. In the normal children there were no P1 and P2 interocular latency differences. The amblyopic children showed longer P1 latencies and shorter P2 latencies in their amblyopic eye than their normal fellow eye. These findings can be accounted for by a selective loss of the contrast-specific evoked potential mechanisms in amblyopia. The ‘shorter’ P2 latency obtained from amblyopic eyes for small checks is a reflection of the luminance responses that are normally elicited by larger (60 minute) checks.

The amplitude of the pattern visual evoked potential (VEP) is markedly attenuated in amblyopia, particularly when the stimulus is composed of small pattern elements.1-5 While the latency of the transient pattern reversal VEP has been carefully studied in diseases of the optic nerve and anterior visual pathways,6-9 little attention has been given to the latency of the VEP in amblyopia. There are reports of increases in the latency of the first major positive wave (P1) of the pattern VEP in the amblyopic eye of amblyopes10-13 as well as in the normal fellow eye following occlusion,11 12 but the increases are not as large as those found in patients with optic neuritis or multiple sclerosis.6 7 Of further interest is the second positive component (P2) of the transient VEP, since it has been reported that the amplitude of P2 shows sharper spatial tuning properties than P1 and may therefore have some relationship to amblyopia.14-16

In the present study the latency of both the early (P1) and late (P2) components of the transient pattern reversal VEP were measured in a group of visually normal children and in a group of amblyopic children with mild to moderate visual acuity losses. The amblyopic children have abnormally long P1 latencies in their amblyopic eye but significantly shorter P2 latencies in their amblyopic eye.

Material and methods

Stimuli and recording procedure

The pattern VEP was elicited by a checkerboard stimulus of constant mean luminance (1.9 log cd/m²) which was generated by a black-and-white TV monitor. The size of the field was 12°×15°, and the checks, which subtended 15 minutes of arc, were phase-reversed at 1 Hz (2 alternations/s). In order to obtain VEPs which were predominantly luminance specific,17 6 of the amblyopic children were also tested with checks subtending 60 minutes of arc. The contrast of the checks was 0.84. The VEP was recorded from a gold disc electrode located 1 cm anterior to the inion (O2) along the midline and referenced to the ear; the other ear served as ground. Each child was seated 75 cm from the pattern stimulus at a table with a chin rest, and optical correction, if needed, was used. An observer remained in the shielded room with the child during testing to monitor fixation and to control the operation of the averager by means of a remote switch. The averaging programme contained an artefact rejection routine which eliminated sweeps containing large DC shifts and muscle potentials. The band pass of the amplifiers was 1 and 35 Hz, and the total analysis time
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was 410 ms. All data were stored on a floppy diskette and retrieved for subsequent analysis of peak latencies.

SUBJECTS AND PATIENTS
Pattern reversal VEPs were recorded from 68 visually normal children between 3 and 7.5 years of age (mean 4.8 years) and from 32 amblyopic children between 2.7 and 10 years of age (mean 6.75 years). The majority of the amblyopic children were strabismic (22 esotropes, 6 exotropes). The remainder were anisometropic (n=6) or microtropic (n=2). All of the amblyopic children had a history of occlusion therapy for their amblyopia which had been only partially successful. None of the children were being actively treated at the time of VEP measurement. Visual acuity in the amblyopic eyes ranged from 6/12 to 6/60; 20 of the 32 children had acuities of between 6/12 and 6/18. Nine amblyopic children had parafoveal eccentric fixation. Visual screening of the normal children included measurement of subjective visual acuity at near and distance, versions and ductions, and fusion by Fly or Worth 4 dot test. Each of the amblyopic children was examined by a paediatric ophthalmologist and an orthoptist.

Results

Records obtained from 4 visually normal children are shown in Fig. 1. The transient VEP from each eye shows the typical waveforms obtained with a pattern reversal stimulus. The normal wave consists of an initial negative deflection at 85–95 ms (N₁), a positive wave at 100–120 ms (P₁), a second negative wave at 160–180 ms (N₂), and a second positive wave at 180–220 ms (P₂). Records obtained from 4 amblyopic children are shown in Fig. 2. The VEP from the normal eye of each amblyopic child (upper record of each pair) is similar to the VEP obtained from the visually normal children. In the amblyopic eye of subjects VI and VIII there is a slight increase in P₁ latency. In the amblyopic eye of subjects V, VI, and VII (lower record) the peak latency of the second positive wave (P₂) is shorter than in the normal fellow eye. The P₁ latency for the amblyopic eye of subject VIII is so short that it gives the waveform the appearance of a single component which peaks between the latency for P₁ and P₂ for her normal eye.

Fig. 3 shows the mean interocular difference for the 3 major components of the VEP recorded from the 68 visually normal children and from the 32 amblyopic children. Statistical analysis was confined to non-parametric techniques, since preliminary examination of the data revealed that the latency values from the amblyopes were not normally distributed and the variances were heterogeneous. Analysis of the interocular latencies from the normal children by the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test showed no significant differences for any of the 3 components. Analysis of the interocular latencies for the amblyopic children showed a small but significant latency difference (p<0.05) for P₁; latency for the amblyopic eye was slightly longer (mean difference = 4 ms). There was no significant interocular difference for N₂. Analysis of P₂ interocular latency showed a large difference between eyes (mean = 20 ms); the latency from the amblyopic eye was significantly shorter (p<0.05).

An analysis of the group differences for P₁, N₂, and P₂ latency was also done by the Mann-Whitney U
Fig. 2 Pattern VEPs for 15-minute checks (2 reversals/s) recorded from the normal (upper record) and amblyopic (lower record) eye of 4 amblyopic children.

Fig. 3 Interocular latency difference for $P_1$, $N_2$, and $P_2$ in normal ($n=68$) and amblyopic ($n=32$) children. For the normal children the latency of the left eye was subtracted from the right eye. For amblyopic children the latency of the normal eye was subtracted from the latency of the amblyopic eye. Vertical bars indicate ±1 standard error of the mean; the overlapping standard errors are not shown for $N_2$. While the absolute direction of the interocular difference is arbitrary—that is, the amblyopic eye could have been subtracted from the normal eye, resulting in a prolonged $P_1$ latency in the normal eye—the results shown in Fig. 4 and discussed in the text argue against this possibility.

test. There were no significant differences for $P_1$, $N_2$, and $P_2$ latency when data from the normal eye of the amblyopes were compared with monocular latencies from the normal children. However, analysis of the group differences between the amblyopic eye of the amblyopes and the monocular data from the normal children showed that $P_1$ latency of the amblyopic eye in the amblyopes was significantly longer than the monocular $P_1$ latency obtained from the normal children ($p<0.05$). There were no significant group differences for the normal and amblyopic children for $N_2$ ($p=0.26$), and the $P_2$ differences were of borderline significance ($p=0.07$). The advantage of using the matched-pairs Wilcoxon test of interocular differences is that the between-subject variability which enters into the statistical analysis of group differences is eliminated.

Fig. 4 shows VEP waveforms obtained from one of the 6 amblyopes tested with both 15 and 60-minute checks; the other 5 children gave similar results. The bottom record shows the VEP recorded from the amblyopic subject's normal eye for 15-minute checks; $P_2$ latency is 210 ms. This is within the normal range for the $P_2$ latency recorded from nonamblyopic children and would argue against the possibility that the normal eye of an amblyope has an abnormally prolonged $P_2$ latency. The $P_1$ latencies for the normal and amblyopic eye for 60-minute checks (second and third record) are the same (175 ms) and are equal to the $P_2$ latency for 15-minute checks from the amblyopic eye (uppermost record). Thus the normal eye produces a long (and normal) $P_2$ latency, while the latency of the VEP from the amblyopic eye for
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small checks is shorter than normal and equal to the latency obtained with large checks.

Discussion

The latency of \( P_2 \) of the transient pattern reversal VEP is a frequently measured parameter in studies of the abnormal visual system. Abnormal prolongation of \( P_1 \) is found in optic neuropathy,\(^6\) glaucoma,\(^19-20\) compressive lesions of the anterior visual pathways,\(^8\) and demyelinating disease.\(^7\) In addition, nonpathological factors can also cause a prolongation of \( P_1 \) latency; these include mild to moderate refractive errors,\(^21\) miotic pupils,\(^20\) increasing age,\(^22-23\) and decreases in the check or stripe size of the pattern stimulus.\(^14-16\) On the other hand little attention has been given in clinical studies to the latency of the later \( P_2 \) component of the transient pattern reversal VEP.

The results of the present study confirm previous reports that there is a small but statistically significant increase in \( P_1 \) latency in amblyopia.\(^10-13\) In addition the present results show that the latency of \( P_2 \) is also abnormal in amblyopia but the direction of the abnormality is opposite to that of \( P_1 \). In the amblyopic eye \( P_2 \) latency is abnormally short.

Several possibilities could account for these results. The shorter latency \( 'P_2' \) component recorded from the amblyopic eye could be arising from mechanisms that are separate and unrelated to the longer latency \( 'P_2' \) component in the normal eye. Another explanation is that the paradoxically faster \( P_2 \) latency for small checks in an amblyopic eye is in fact a reflection of the same normal mechanism which generates the \( P_2 \) component for large checks. Support for this possibility is found in other studies of the amplitude and latency of the pattern VEP. Regan and Richards\(^17\) reported that VEPs elicited by different check sizes are composed of different types of activity; small checks (less than 20 minutes of arc) produce responses which are predominantly contrast-specific and large checks produce responses which are predominantly the result of local luminance changes. Further, Parker and Slazen\(^14-16\) used an onset-offset sinusoidal grating to elicit VEPs and found that the latency of \( P_2 \) was shortest for low spatial frequencies and increased by nearly 75 ms as the spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating was increased from 0-5 to 24 cycles/degree. Similar results also occur with check stimuli; \( P_2 \) increases of 25 ms are seen as check size is decreased (spatial frequency is increased) from 240 minutes of arc to 7-5 minutes of arc.\(^24\) Thus large checks and/or low spatial frequency gratings produce short latency VEPs that are mainly a reflection of local luminance activity.

Since the major defect in amblyopia is a loss of contrast-specific mechanisms rather than luminance mechanisms,\(^25-26\) one might expect that VEP abnormalities would be more severe with small checks. This is indeed true for the amplitude of the VEP,\(^1-5\) and, as seen in the data obtained from amblyopic children with large and small checks (Fig. 4), similar results occur with latency, particularly \( P_2 \). The latency of \( P_2 \) for small checks recorded from an amblyopic eye is the same as the \( P_2 \) latency recorded with large checks from both the amblyopic and normal eye. Because of the drop-out of the middle and high spatial frequency mechanisms in amblyopia, the VEP obtained from the amblyopic eye for small checks is most likely a reflection of the luminance activity which is obtained when large checks are used to stimulate either eye.

Parker and Slazen\(^14\) have proposed that the \( P_2 \) component of the pattern VEP reflects contrast-specific mechanisms because of its sharp tuning properties when amplitude is measured and its susceptibility to operations which are known to affect the pattern recognition threshold. Our finding that there is a significant effect on \( P_2 \) latency in amblyopia would seem to support their notion that the late wave of the VEP is a reflection of the sustained, pattern detection system.

Fig. 4 Waveforms obtained from an amblyopic child with 15 and 60 minute checks: A, amblyopic; N, normal.
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